GCSAA 2005 MEETING, ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Barb, Bob, Cindy, Irene Cline, Brenda in Chapter Executive Session

Myrtle & Cliff at 50-year recognition event

Palmer Maples, Cliff, Bob, Joe Baidy, Paul McGinnis

Past Presidents

Bob Dalton and good old friends

Jim Lipari Doing the Speedy Trick

Norm Davis talks Planetair

Pete Freed, Dean Kinney, Brad Langley

Steve Reed, Coleen, Drew Hager
Lights, Camera, Action. GCSANC Association Manager Barbara Mikel takes time out for a brief television interview with chapter communications rep Emmy Moore Minister on the floor of the Golf Industry Show. An advocate for all GCSANC Members, Mikel explains the vital role of today's golf course superintendent.

The California Alliance for Golf met in Sacramento, CA, to discuss key issues impacting the future of golf, i.e. water conservation, environmental planning, legislative advocacy, community education and growth of the game. (Seated-L to R) Mike Huck (Industry Consultant), Bruce Williams (CGCSA), Nancy Maul (EWGA), Carol Pence (LPGA), Kevin Heaney (SCGA), and Ted Horton (CGCOA) (Standing-L to R) Andy Slack (Industry Consultant & GCSANC), Chris Thomas (NCPGA), Tom Gustatson (SCPGA), Pat Gross (USGA), Pat Finlen (CGCSA/GCSANC), Caroline O'Brien (PWGA), Matt Magers (NCGA), Mike McCullough (NCGA & GCSANC), Jim Hustong (CGCSA/GCSANC), Mike Mazzaferri (NCPGA), George Steffes (Foley & Lardner & Golf Industry Advocate), Paul Porter (NCGA), Tom Morgan (SCGA), Rhonda Richards (Golf Sacramento) and Bill Aragona (NGCOA).